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Blues Gang - Dig It (1984)

  

    1.Dangerous Blues  4:40  2.Happy Just To Know Low Down Blues  3:20  3.Good Old Time
Rockin' R & B  3:33  4.It's My Own Tears  7:05  5.Don't Throw Your Love On Me So Strong 
5:20  6.I Made My Mind Up  4:20  7.Far Too Many Nights  8:40    Bass – Sotiris Zissis  Drums
– Leonidas Stamatiades  Guitar, Vocals – Elias Zaikos  Harmonica – Nondas Erkekoglou 
Piano, Organ – George Pentzikes (tracks: 5, 7)  Tenor Saxophone – Thodoros Rellos (tracks: 1,
4)    

 

  

In the words of blues prodigy Katie Webster, "Blues Wire are the best blues band in Europe and
deserve to be heard by a wider audience".  According to everybody who has ever witnessed a
Blues Wire gig this band is one of Europe 's best kept blues secrets and they should finally get
the chance to be known to blues lovers around the world.

  

The Blues Wire story began in 1983 when Sotiris Zisis (bass) and Elias Zaikos formed Blues
Gang (who renamed themselves as Blues Wire in 1985), the very first blues band in Greece
that tried to capture the original sounds of blues legends like Muddy Waters, Howling Wolf and
T-Bone Walker. They recorded the first blues album ever to be made by Greek musicians, at a
time when it was really difficult to play music without obvious roots in Greek culture, let alone
get a record deal for it. Back then, playing the blues not only could make someone almost an
outcast, but it also meant dealing with shady characters and going through hard times. The only
ways for a blues band to go through these times was to be tough, determined and stay true to
the spirit that moved them in the first place.

  

It was these qualities that saw Blues Wire rise from a struggling blues band to full-grown,
seasoned artists with their own distinctive sound. Thousands of gigs in every kind of venue
imaginable, scores of TV and radio show appearances in Greece as well as abroad and an
enviable recording expertise have helped define their tight and recognizable sound, a mix of
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passion and maturity that only comes with experience. Playing festivals and clubs in countries
like France , Italy , Austria and Hungary (among others) not only consolidated their reputation
but also proved that they are long past the novelty aspect of being a blues band coming from
Greece.

  

Blues Wire has provided the foundation of the Greek blues scene and the main inspiration for
many younger musicians. For five years they were the house band at Pararlama, the first and
most famous blues club in Greece .

  

After a career spanning more than twenty years, Blues Wire are now busier than ever.
Spanning yet another mark in their long career, their last studio album showcases a more
varied, elaborate and eclectic sound. Blues Wire may have moved on to another level but their
essence remains intact. ---bluesway.gr
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